This paper presents a state-estimation algorithm for simultaneous range and bearing estimation using measurements from a novel terahertz (THz) frequency sensor. The unique propagation properties of THz signals provide stealth and anti-jamming advantages for the intended application: relative positioning of cargo aircraft flying in formation to perform precision airdrops. Precise bearing angle measurements are necessary to meet the relatively tight cross-track positioning requirements (~50 m, two-sigma) of this application. Currently available THz hardware is not capable of tracking the high frequency carrier phase, making typical phased array methods unviable, so our prior work proposed a novel receiver design that uses a movable diffraction grating to convert the time-varying carrier signal into a spatial pattern. This paper proposes a simple algorithm to generate position estimates from measurements of the pattern and presents simulations demonstrating that algorithm estimates meet the cross-track positioning requirements for precision airdrop applications.
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
The proposed system is motivated to support formation flight of military cargo aircraft performing precision airdrop, although it may be extended into other applications. The unique propagation properties of THz signals provide stealth and anti-jamming benefits for relative positioning and communication between aircraft flying in formation [1] - [4] . Because the atmospheric attenuation is orders of magnitude higher near ground level, signals that can travel a few kilometers at cruising altitudes become essentially undetectable after traveling only a few hundred meters close to the ground [5] - [7] . As a result, a ground station cannot easily detect a formation's approach or blindly jam its THz signals. These characteristics make THz signals a compelling alternative to current relative-positioning systems for military cargo aircraft, which typically rely on radio signals (easily detectable on the ground [8] ) or GPS signals (easily jammed [9] , [10] ).
Although a formation of three or more aircraft equipped with IMUs, altimeters, and THz ranging could infer aircraft relative positions, introducing relative bearing measurements is extremely useful for practical formation flight applications [11] . Complementing a THz ranging measurement with a THz bearing measurement (and relative altimeter data) provides a direct means of constructing the relative position vector between a transmitter and receiver; this is particularly important to support minimal or damaged formations, which may consist of as few as two aircraft. THz bearing measurements also benefit larger formations, as the long and narrow geometry of cargo aircraft formations (hundreds of meters wide and several kilometers long) is unfavorable for trilateration.
Recent publications by the authors have provided a foundation for developing a THz relative-positioning system. Importantly, recent work [1] experimentally demonstrated precise range measurements using THz hardware. Hardware has not yet been developed to obtain THz bearing measurements, but a conceptual design for such a system was recently proposed [2] . The proposed system uses a diffraction grating to provide spatial observability of the THz carrier phase, since the sample rate of existing hardware is too slow to allow for temporal resolution of the carrier phase [3] and since code-phase tracking is extremely noisy by comparison to carrier-phase tracking [4] . The proposed diffraction-grating system does not provide a direct measurement of relative-bearing between a receiver and a transmitter; instead, the system provides an interference pattern which is indirectly related to bearing angle.
To date, no algorithm for mapping the interference pattern into the desired bearing-angle measurement has yet been proposed. The key contribution of this paper is to introduce a state-estimation algorithm for this purpose.
PROBLEM STATEMENT AND APPROACH
For relative positioning in the simplest (two-aircraft) formation flight problem, it is useful to represent the relative position vector in cylindrical coordinates. The two planar coordinates include the range and bearing angle , as shown in Figure 1 .
It is assumed that the relative altitude z is measured independently (e.g., as measured with barometric altimeters and communicated over the THz link) and that this z measurement can be used to convert the THz slant-range measurement into the planar range r. For the precision airdrop application, relative position estimates are required to within ~50 m two-sigma (95% of the time) in the cross-track direction and ~150 m two-sigma in the along-track direction [12] - [14] . As previous work has shown [1] - [4] , [11] , the cross-track requirement is the more challenging of the two and requires high bearing angle precision (~1°, twosigma), because angle errors project primarily into the cross-track direction.
The algorithm proposed in this paper uses a batch of signal measurements to estimate the bearing angle . In the process, the algorithm also estimates the phase-delay (associated with time of flight over the range r) and an additional nuisance parameter: the power ! ! of the signal arriving at the detector.
SYSTEM CONCEPT
In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm, this paper uses a hardware system model that is representative of the experimental system previously used to demonstrate THz ranging at sea level [1] . The basic ranging system consists of a THz transmitter unit and a THz receiver. The transmitter modulates a code onto the THz carrier using on/off power modulation.
The baseline system has a tunable carrier frequency. For our experiments, the carrier phase was set to 0.3 THz (at low end of what is considered to be THz spectrum). The binary modulation was applied at 10 MHz. The receiver unit consists of a lens, antenna, detector, and analog/digital components. The detector hardware integrates incoming signals over a brief period (much like an optical detector) for amplification purposes. The result is that the receiver hardware effectively incorporates an analog low-pass filter with a bandwidth of approximately 1 GHz. The temporal integration is the reason that carrier-phase tracking is not possible with existing THz equipment, because the duration of integration is hundreds of THz carrier cycles.
In concept, a diffraction grating could be added to the baseline system to generate an interference pattern in the vicinity of the detector. In [2] , we proposed adding a movable double-slit diffraction grating, as shown in Figure 2 . The diffraction grating is mounted at the front of the device, and is actuated from side to side in front of the detector. The detector is mounted on the back wall of the package, where it makes measurements of the diffraction pattern as the grating is swept back and forth in front of it. The diffraction-grating package shown in Figure 2 is designed to be relatively small (with dimensions on the order of 5 cm). 
PHYSICS MODEL
The diffraction grating generates an interference pattern of bright and dark lines on the back wall. By identifying the locations of these lines, the bearing angle can be inferred. This section provides a quick overview of the standard diffraction pattern model from physics [15] , [16] .
Relating Bearing Angle to Interference Peaks
Interference is the result of slight differences in the distance travelled by signals taking different paths to the same point. An example can be seen in Figure 3 , which shows a top view of the interferometric receiver package (not to scale). The path passing through the lower slit is longer than the path through the upper slit by the additional distance , and therefore will have a different phase when they meet, resulting in interference. 
Δ
Two dimensionless coordinates, and , can be used to describe the double-slit interference pattern. The coordinate , which accounts for the effect of the slit width , is the combined incidence and internal angles and scaled by the normalized slit width,
where is the carrier wavelength. The coordinate , which accounts for the effect of the slit spacing , is similarly composed of the incidence and internal angles scaled by the normalized slit spacing
These two components are combined to form the double-slit interference pattern
where is the signal intensity (power per unit internal angle) at different locations along the back wall and ! is the peak signal intensity observed at the back wall. The cardinal sine is defined here as sinc = sin / .
The pattern defined in equation (3) is the product of the cardinal sine and cosine terms. The slit spacing creates a series of peaks via the cosine term, and the slit width creates an envelope that suppresses the diffraction peaks at large angles via the cardinal sine term. The combined effects give the intensity along the back plane, with the maximum intensity occurring when both and equal zero, for example, when both the arrival and internal angles and are zero.
In order to visualize the interference pattern from equation (3), it is useful to consider an example of the signal power arriving at the backplane after passing through a particular grid ( / = 1.06, / = 3.86). The right-hand side of Figure 4 plots power as a function of the internal angle for three different angles-of-arrival , {0°, -10°, -20°}. The left-hand side depicts the corresponding aircraft formations (not to scale). The most salient feature of each interference pattern is the largest peak, which shifts along the backplane as the relative bearing angle between the transmitter and receiver changes. where is the distance between the grating and the back wall, as shown in Figure 3 . The grating position is actuated between two extremes
where !"# is the maximum angle from the grating to the detector.
Relevant parameter values for our concept system are summarized in the table below. The table includes both geometric parameters and parameters describing signal propagation from receiver to transmitter. The details of the signal propagation model are not covered in this paper, but may be found in [1] . Note, to accommodate increased distances in flight, the ground demonstration hardware described in [1] is assumed to be augmented with four times greater power. Also, it is assumed that ground-bounce multipath interference is not an issue for aircraft flying at altitude. 
Integer Ambiguity
In addition to the large main peak in the patterns in Figure 4 , spatial aliasing generates a number of significant side peaks. Because the peak power ! is not known a priori, it is not immediately obvious when analyzing a partial interference pattern whether or not any particular peak is the main peak or a side peak.
One possible solution is to scan the entire pattern and compare the peak heights; however, this is not desirable, because (1) the width of the sweep must be large to accommodate multi-target tracking over a wide formation; (2) it requires scanning dead space in the pattern, which makes data communications challenging [2] ; (3) the necessary device cross section quickly grows as the breadth of the grating sweep increases; and (4) the additional peaks in the pattern are redundant and provide no new information about the bearing angle .
Alternatively, the device could scan only a small portion of the pattern, limiting the amount of dead space scanned, maintaining a small device cross section, and acquiring minimal redundant information (assuming at least one peak in the pattern is visible). This however introduces an ambiguity. This ambiguity can readily be resolved via an initialization process and then continuously tracked, analogously to carrier-phase ambiguity resolution in GPS [17] , [18] . Figure 5 shows the same cases as Figure 4 , with the minimal scan range highlighted at the center of the plots. In each of the cases shown, at least one of the peaks is visible in the scan range, allowing for bearing-angle observability. 
Detector Modeling
To find the power incident on the detector, the width of the detector !"# (shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 ) must be taken into account by integrating the intensity. For a given grating position , the detector spans between angles !"#,! and !"#,! :
where !"# is the width of the detector. The signal power at the receiver ! can be found by integrating the intensity (power per unit angle) between these limits
The power ! incident on the receiver is a function of the grating position , via the integration limits, the angle of incidence , via the and arguments, and the signal strength parameter ! . The primary impact of the integration on the pattern shape is to smooth the peaks and valleys shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 , lowering the peaks and lifting the valleys. The amount of smoothing depends on the width of the detector !"# , with a narrow detector resulting in minimal smoothing and a wide detector resulting in significant smoothing. Note the velocity of the grating need not be considered, as the grating motion is negligible on the time scale of each sample (approximately 1 ns).
It will be convenient below define a diffraction grating gain ! , which comes from dividing equation (7) by the peak intensity ! ,
SIGNAL PROCESSING MODELING
Signal processing by the receiver generates measurements that can be used by the algorithm to estimate the states. This section develops a model of those measurements. Detector Output Signal The THz signal incident on the detector is rectified and accumulated by the front-end hardware [1] , wiping off the high frequency carrier-phase information and leaving only the modulated signal with noise. The data acquisition system then digitizes the signal producing raw signal measurements , which can be modeled as a square wave corrupted by noise:
where is an index representing the measurement epoch, is the angular frequency of modulation, is the measurement time constant, is the signal's time-of-flight phase delay, ! is an amplitude scaling factor, and ! is the noise on the signal. The noise is assumed to be a zero mean Gaussian random variable
where ! is the standard deviation, representing random thermal noise and background radiation (assumed to be constant and measured from data).
The measured signal amplitude scaling factor ! is a manifestation of the signal intensity at the detector and is defined as
where ! is a receiver gain (measured from data). The time-of-flight phase delay results from the fact that the signal travels a distance between the transmitter and receiver at the finite speed of light , and is defined as
Equation (9) has three key unknowns, ! , , and (assuming synchronized atomic clocks and good actuator encoders, the parameter, the modulation frequency , and the grating position are known). These three key states -two of which ( and ) relate directly to the position estimation problem depicted in Figure 1 and one ( ! ) is a nuisance parameter -can be estimated using batches of multiple samples, as described in the algorithm below. Figure 6 shows a sample of raw voltage measurements made by the experimental receiver hardware from [1] . No diffraction grating was present in these experiments. This representative set of measurements was collected for a short transmitter/receiver separation (~4 m) where multipath interference is not a concern and the signal-to-noise ratio is high enough to clearly see the signal. In this example, the square wave oscillates with a period of 100 ns, amplitude ! of 26.7 mV, and a phase shift of 25°. It is corrupted by random noise with a standard deviation ! of 7.7 mV. 
Raw Measurements

Digital Signal Processing
To make the phase delay observable [1] , the raw measurements are processed through two correlators to find the in-phase and quadrature components of the signal
where is an index representing the measurement epoch and is the number of measurement epochs integrated over. In our system concept K is set to 2,250,000, which corresponds to an integration time of 2.25 ms.
In concept, correlators might be defined for a set of orthogonal codes, to allow for multiple access. In this paper, we simplify slightly, discussing only the single-transmitter scenario (in which case the transmitted signal can be unambiguously identified without additional coding).
Plugging the signal model from equation (9) into the integrators from equations (13) and (14), the and values can be modeled as
where ! and ! are independent zero mean random Gaussian noise variables with a standard deviation of
For a detailed derivation of equations (15), (16) , and (17) see Appendix 1.
The proposed estimation algorithm operates on the and values. These values relate to the three estimated states , , and ! (noting that the angle of arrival comes into the equations through the diffraction grating gain term ! and that the displacement of the grating ( ) is a known function of time). Thus equations (15), (16) , and (17) are the key measurement equations for the estimator.
Though the integrator values and are derived from the same set of raw measurements ( − + 1 < < ), the noise values ! and ! are independent (see Appendix 1). This independence is significant to the subsequent design and noise analysis of the proposed state-estimation algorithm.
There are minor effects from the discretization of the signal and from clock drift error in the and measurements, which are discussed in Appendix 2 but otherwise neglected in our analysis
ALGORITHM
This section introduces a new state-estimation algorithm that infers three unknown states (range , bearing angle , and the nuisance power variable ! ) from the and outputs from signal processing. In our concept system, the and values are accumulated in a batch spanning a relatively short time (90 ms, allowing for 40 I and 40 Q samples) and processed together, providing snapshot estimation of the relative position between the transmitter and receiver. The resulting estimates are generated at 11.1 Hz, essentially instantaneous on the time-scale of aircraft relative-motion.
Within the batch, each pair of and measurements is collected at a specific grating position corresponding to a location in the diffraction pattern. Each measurement, therefore, is tied to a diffraction grating position and corresponding internal angle . Figure 7 provides a visualization of this. The blue line shows the segment of the diffraction pattern scanned by the grating sweep (in this case the bearing angle is -10°, same as the middle plot in Figure 5 ). The red circles mark locations in the pattern where and measurements are made. In all there are 40 red circles in the diagram, corresponding to the 40 epochs of data processed in the batch. This number was selected to ensure that enough data points are collected to identify the pattern shape and minimize distortion of the pattern, but not so many as to slow the grating motion to the point where the relative positions can no longer be assumed constant over the length of one sweep. 
and = 40.
The unknown states sought by the algorithm are likewise assembled into a state vector ∈ ℝ !×! ,
Measurement batches are then processed by the algorithm using the Newton-Raphson method [19] , [20] to iteratively solve the nonlinear measurement equations (15) and (16) for the unknown state vector . Following this procedure, the system of 2 equations is linearized around the initial state estimate ! , taking the form
where ! ∈ ℝ !!"! is the linearized measurement model, and then inverted to find the state estimate update. This procedure is repeated iteratively until the algorithm converges to a state update less than the tolerance (10 !! ) or the maximum number of iterations (50) is reached. See Appendix 3 for a derivation of ! .
Finally, the distance estimate is calculated from the phase delay estimate using equation (12) , and then combined with the bearing angle estimate to find the along-track and cross-track position estimates, ! and ! respectively. These estimates are computed as
The nonlinear measurement equations (15) and (16) generate a cost function that appears to be locally convex, but is composed globally of a number of minimums. This is the result of spatial aliasing in the pattern that gets projected into the 
Snapshot Measurement Locations
Interference Pattern Measurement Locations bearing angle estimate [2] and integer ambiguity in the phase delay estimate [1] . Given a sufficiently close initial guess (for this case, bearing angle ! within ~5° and phase delay ! within ~90°) and tolerable signal-to-noise levels, the algorithm reliably converges to an accurate position estimate. It is assumed that a good guess is generally available from the prior time step since the time scale of the estimator algorithm is much shorter than the time scale for relative dynamics between cargo aircraft. As a result, the initial guess is really an acquisition problem -similar in nature to a GPS tracking loop. This paper does not discuss acquisition, which is left for future work.
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
This section considers the algorithm performance. A probabilistic analysis is used to predict the errors over a wide range of possible formations. A statistical analysis is then applied to a specific case to corroborate the probabilistic results.
Formation Flight Scenario
Typical precision airdrop formations utilize an aircraft spacing of roughly 1-2 km with bearing angle offsets of ~10° or less [12] , [13] . This paper considers a representative two-aircraft formation with both aircraft flying straight and level. It is assumed that the transmitter is mounted on the tail of the lead aircraft and the interferometric receiver is mounted on the nose of the following aircraft.
In this section, a representative formation is assumed where the aircraft fly together with no relative motion and where the transmitter is positioned at a range of 1000 m and a bearing angle of 10°.
Probabilistic Analysis
The expected error in state estimates can be approximated using tools from linear least-squares regression analysis. Assuming that the nonlinear equations are locally well behaved, linear methods are applied. Since all of the measurements have independent noise and the same standard deviation, the covariance of the state estimates can be written as
where !" is the standard deviation on measurements of and and is the measurement model matrix linearized around the true states . Picking off the diagonal elements of the covariance state-error variances are found. These predicted variances depend on aircraft configuration, manifesting from changes in the linearization states .
Range estimate errors are largest at long distances and wide angles, where the signal-to-noise ratio is lowest, as calculated from the link budget in [1] , [2] . Figure 8 shows the expected two-sigma errors on range estimates from equation (22) as a function of the bearing angle . The ranging error scales linearly over the span of ranges used for the precision airdrop application. As a result, the 2D error surface representing the assortment of possible formation configurations ( , ) can be collapsed to this single curve, which represents the amount of ranging error per kilometer between the transmitting and receiving aircraft. Similarly, bearing estimate errors are also largest for long distances and wide angles, although the shape of the error curve is different. Figure 9 shows the expected two-sigma errors on the bearing angle estimates from equation (22). Again, over the span of formations considered, the error scales linearly with range, so the error surface is collapsed onto a single curve, representing the bearing estimate error per kilometer of distance. Both of these plots appear to be composed of two components: a convex bowl shape overlaid with a wavy curve approximately sinusoidal in nature. The bowl shape comes from decreases in the signal-noise-ratio as the signal becomes more glancing and the large central peak (which contains a significant fraction of the signal power) drifts out of view leaving only the side peaks. The waviness comes from the features of the interference pattern (peaks and valleys of power) moving across the detector.
Statistical Analysis
A Monte Carlo simulation is used to validate the algorithm. Measurements are simulated using equations (15) and (16) with random noise as described by (17) and power calculated from the link budget in [1] , [2] . Position estimates are then calculated from the noisy measurements using the algorithm described above. Acquisition is assumed to be accurate and the algorithm is initialized at the first time step with true states. 
DISCUSSION
Results of the Monte Carlo simulations from the statistical analysis agree well with the probabilistic analysis presented above. For the case examined ( = 1000 m and = 10°), the observed and predicted errors were equivalent to within two significant digits (2 ! = 0.20 m and 2 ! = 0.49°).
Many issues were not analyzed in the simulation, but should be considered in future work. Some of these issues include acquisition, convergence failure of the Newton-Raphson iterations, and ambiguity slip. Future work might also consider system optimization, including tuning of size and spacing of slits, as well as introduction of additional smoothing using a Kalman Filter (rather than batch processing).
Though the analysis presented results for 1 km separation of aircraft, those results can easily be generalized to the nominal operational conditions for the formation flight scenarios that motivated our work. Since errors are proportional to range, errors for 2 km aircraft separation are approximately twice the values for 1 km separation. In other words, 2-sigma errors for 2 km separation are 0.40 m (range) and roughly 1° (bearing). The ranging error bound is more than sufficient to meet the requirements for the precision airdrop application; however, the bearing error bound is just sufficient to meet the requirements [12] .
To achieve these results, it should be noted that an increase in the transmitter power was assumed as compared to the demonstration equipment used in our prior experiments. The four-fold increase in power corresponds with the significant increase in distance (an order of magnitude) relative to our ground-level tests. We believe the desired power amplification is representative of future hardware that will become available as the technology matures. 
CONCLUSION
This paper presents the first algorithm to make relative-position estimates from THz interferometer observables. The simple algorithm produces high precision positioning information for the precision-airdrop application. Both probabilistic and statistical analyses were compared and corroborated, demonstrating the system's accuracy. Simulated accuracy in the range dimension (0.20 m two-sigma or less out to 2 km) easily meets the requirements for along-track positioning; also, simulated precision in the bearing dimension (1° two-sigma or less out to 2 km) is good enough to meet the tight cross-track positioning requirements. Thus the proposed system is a compelling option to enable aircraft station-keeping during precision airdrop.
APPENDIX 1: AND MEASUREMENT EQUATION DERIVATION
This appendix describes how the noise on the I and Q channels is related to the noise on the receive signal. The results are obtained by applying relatively standard analytical techniques and are presented merely for completeness.
In this analysis, we consider only the fundamental frequency of the square wave in equation (9),
It is assumed that the integration time of the correlators is sufficiently small that the grating can be assumed stationary over the length of the integration. Plugging this into equation (13), the in-phase correlator can be written
Using trig identities, this can be re-written as
Because the sum is over an even number of modulation cycles, the term cos 2 + sums to zero, leaving
For the noise term, the expected value of cos is 0 and its variance is ! ! , so it can be reduced as follows
A similar approach can be used to find the quadrature component
An important observation is that the noise terms on these two measurements are independent. This can seem counterintuitive because they are derived from the same initial set of random numbers ! . Remember however, that due to Nyquist, a set of N random numbers maps into N/2 complex numbers (with independent real and imaginary parts) in the frequency domain. The in-phase correlator samples the real parts of each complex number; the quadrature correlator samples the (independent) imaginary parts of each complex number. Hence the random errors on the in-phase and quadrature correlators are independent.
APPENDIX 2: OTHER ERRORS
In addition to random error propagated from the raw measurement noise, there is also some systematic error in the in-phase and quadrature measurements.
Consider discretization error. This arises from the fact that the modulation is actually a square wave, not a single sinusoid. For a perfect square wave with sharp edges, there are only two points per cycle that provide any information about the phase of the signal, the transitions from peak to peak. If the measurement and modulation frequency are locked multiples of each other (as they are in this case), the transition may happen in at a time that is biased. Figure 11 shows an example of this, where the signal is shown as the blue square wave, the measurements are shown as red dots, and the fitted (and biased) sinusoid is shown in yellow. This is an extreme example where the measurement frequency is only 4 times the modulation frequency, and the measurements are biased as far as possible toward the leading edge of the signal. Because of the systematic shift in the location of the measurements, the resulting cosine fit ends up biased by 45° relative to the square wave. Discretization error probability is uniformly distributed between the extremes ± !"# / !"#$ . In this case, the ratio of measurement frequency to modulation frequency is 100, so the maximum possible discretization error is ±1.8°. That equates to about 15 cm of ranging error for the 10 MHz modulation. This effect is non-negligible relative to the random error modeled in the simulations; however, the bias has no effect on bearing-angle estimation, and so was not considered in the simulations of this paper.
Note that, in the future, using a different modulation scheme with smoother transitions, like a sinusoid, could hypothetically mitigate the discretization error.
Another secondary error source is clock drift. In one-way communication, it is necessary for the transmitter and receiver to carry synchronized atomic clocks to perform ranging. Over a mission lasting many hours, these clocks will drift. Assuming that high quality atomic clocks are used, a drift on the order of 0.5 ns is possible over a few hours, resulting in 15 cm of additional error. Again, this effect was not considered in the simulations in this paper because it has effect on bearing angle estimation.
APPENDIX 2: MEASUREMENT EQUATION LINEARIZATION
Measurement equations (15) and (16) 
